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Turning on the desk 

1) Press the round power button on the top right of the desk (above the USB port) 

2) It’ll light up blue and various faders will flash to show you that it’s turning on 

Turning off the desk 

1) Make sure you’ve saved! 

2) Press the browser button and a menu will open up 

3) Use you mouse to move to power off console and click 

4) It’ll ask you if you really want to power down your console and click ok 

5) Wait until it’s shut down completely and none of the buttons are still glowing until you turn it 

off at the wall or unplug it 
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Saving a show 

1) Press the browser button and a menu will open up 

2) Use your mouse to click file and then save 

3) You’ll be asked if you really want to save the show, click yes 

4) If this is your first time saving the show then a virtual keyboard will pop up on screen. Type 

the show name either on the virtual keyboard or on an actual keyboard plugged into the 

desk 

5) Hit enter on the keyboard 

Loading a show 

1) Press the browser button 

2) Using the mouse click file and then open 

3) Click show file archive 

4) Find your show on the list and double click 

5) You’ll be asked which parts of the show you want to open, usually just leave it as the 

default setting 

6) Click ok 

7) Once your show has loaded click live to return to the main screen 

Bringing up channels 

1) Make sure the Element is in Live. Press the live button to make sure 

2) Check that the grandmaster is at 100%. If it isn’t then the top of the display will show 

‘grandmaster _%’ in red 

3) Check that the blackout key isn’t lit 

4) Examples of how to set levels from the keypad 

- 5 full enter- sets channel 5 to 100% (or full) 

- 1 thru 15 at 50 enter- selects channels 1 through 15 and sets their level to 50% 

- 4 + 16 at 6 enter- selects channels 4 and 16 and sets their level to 60 

- 70 thru 100 - 87 at 45 enter- selects channels 70 through 100, except 87, and sets their 

level to 45% 

Remember that if you just put in 5 as your intensity it will set at 50%, if you want 5% then you have 

to type in 05 

Removing channels 

1) Make sure the Element is in Live. Press the live button to make sure 

2) Check that the grandmaster is at 100%. If it isn’t then the top of the display will show 

‘grandmaster _%’ in red 

3) Check that the blackout key isn’t lit 

4) Examples of how to set levels from the keypad 

- 10 at enter- sets channel 10 to 0% 

- 5 thru 15 at enter- sets the levels of channels 5 through 15 at 0% 

At enter is a shortcut for moving the intensity to 0% 
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Going to a previously recorded cue 

1) Type go to cue type the cue number enter 

- Eg go to cue 7 enter will go to cue number 7 

Recording a cue 

1) Make sure that the channel levels are set how you want, either using the faders and/or the 

keypad 

2) Press record cue type in the cue number enter 

- Record cue 4 enter- records the current channels as cue number 4 

Your cues don’t need to be whole numbers either, you can add in decimal numbers if that makes 

sense for your programming 

Recording cues with fade time 

1) Make sure that the channel levels are set how you want, either using the faders and/or the 

keypad 

2) Press record cue type in the cue number time type in the fade time in seconds enter 

- Record cue 7 time 2 enter- records cue 7 to have a fade time of 2 seconds 

Recording a submaster 

1) Set your channel levels using the keypad 

2) There are two different ways to record the submaster 

- If you have turned the small dial in the centre of the desk to point to submasters then 

you can simply click record and then the bump button (the small button underneath the 

fader) of the one you want to record 

- If you don’t want to move to submaster mode then you can simply type record sub type 

in the submaster number enter- eg record sub 5 enter will record your current channels 

onto submaster number 5 

Editing a cue 

1) Type in go to cue type your cue number enter 

- Eg go to cue 5 enter will take you to cue 5 

2) Edit the cue however you want to 

- Add in/alter the intensity of certain channels by typing channel type number here at type 

percentage here enter- eg channel 4 + 7 at 5 enter will put channels 4 and 7 at 50% 

3) Once you’ve changed the levels and are happy with your cue then type record enter. You’ll 

be asked if you want to record over this cue and press enter again to confirm 

If you want to record your changes as a different cue then follow steps 1 and 2 but then type record 

cue type in the cue number enter to create a new cue 

Editing a submaster 

1) Make sure no channels are selected on the desk. You can make sure of this by typing go to 

cue 0 enter 

2) Turn the dial in the centre of the desk to point at submasters and then push up the fader of 

the one you want to edit 

3) Edit the submaster however you want to 
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- Add in/alter the intensity of certain channels by typing channel type number here at type 

percentage here enter- eg channel 4 + 7 at 5 enter will put channels 4 and 7 at 50% 

4) Press record and then the bump button just underneath the submaster 

5) The desk will ask you to confirm and click enter to do so 

Editing a cue time 

1) Type in cue type the cue number time type the time in seconds enter 

- Eg cue 5 time 3 enter will make cue 5 have a fade time of 3 seconds 

- If you’re currently in the cue you want to change then just type time type the time in 

seconds enter 

Deleting a cue 

1) Type in delete cue type in cue number enter 

- Eg delete cue 6 enter will delete cue number 6 

- If you want to delete the cue you’re currently in then press delete enter 

2) You’ll then be asked to confirm, press enter again to do so  

Deleting a submaster 

1) Type in delete sub type in the submaster number enter 

- Eg delete sub 7 enter will delete submaster 7 

2) You’ll be asked to confirm, press enter to do so 

OR 

1) Make sure the dial in the centre of the desk is pointing at sub 

2) Type in delete then press the bump button under the submaster you want to delete and 

type in enter 

3) The desk will then ask you to confirm and click enter to do so 

Labelling cues  

Adding labels is good practise when doing lighting as well as being extremely useful. These show 

when you’re operating a show, making it easier for whoever is light op, and are also a good reference 

point for you to find easily if things need to be edited at any point 

1) Type cue type in the cue number label-note type the text you want on either the virtual 

onscreen keyboard or an attached keyboard enter 

- Eg cue 7 label-note sunrise enter will label cue 7 as sunrise 

- If you’re in the cue you want to label then just type label-note type the text you want and 

then press enter 

Labelling subs 

Labelling subs is good practise and also makes things much easier when you’re using them, 

particularly if there is going to be more than one person doing lighting during a show 

1) Type sub type in the sub number label-note type the text you want on either the virtual 

onscreen keyboard or an attached keyboard enter 

- Eg csub 7 label-note sunrise enter will label sub 7 as backlight 
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- If you’re in the sub you want to label then just type label-note type the text you want and 

then press enter 

Copying data from other cues 

Copying data from one cue to another can be really useful if the same lighting reappears or if you’ve 

changed something in a previous cue and want to make sure it looks the same in a future cue 

1) Type in the channel numbers you want to recall recall from cue type in cue number enter 

- Eg 1 + 9 thru 14 recall from cue 8 enter will copy the levels of channels 1 and 9 through 

14 from cue 8 

 


